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ABSTRACT
Awareness of Web accessibility is spreading all over the world
among Web designers and developers, due to regulations such as
the US law called Section 508 and guidelines like the W3C
WCAG. We now see various Web accessibility adaptations on the
Web. For example, we see increasing use of alternative texts for
images and skip-navigation links for speed.
However, we sometimes find inappropriate ALT texts and broken
skip-navigation links, even though they are present. These pages
may be compliant, but they are not accessible or really usable. We
analyzed such problems and found that some sites only try to
comply with regulations and guidelines, but without
understanding the needs underlying Web accessibility. We
concluded that Web designers and developers should experience
the real problems faced by people with disabilities so they can
create truly accessible and usable pages. There was no practical
way for them to experience disabilities.
In this paper, after giving an overview of the historical progress of
voice browsers, we discuss how much and how well the Web
accessibility has progressed by analyzing real world
improvements to existing sites. We then describe why the
“disability experience” helps give a better understanding of the
Web accessibility guidelines and regulations. Some tools like
Home Page Reader and aDesigner are available to let designers
experience blind users’ perspective of usability. Finally, we
discuss the future direction of our accessibility efforts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.4.2 [Social Issues]: Assistive technologies for persons with
disabilities, H.3.4 [Online Information Services]: Web-based
services, H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Evaluation/methodology,
Graphical user interfaces (GUI), Screen design (e.g., text,
graphics, color), Standardization, Style guides

General Terms
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Web is becoming a valuable information resource for people
with vision disabilities. Now they do not always need to ask for
sighted people to look for the information they need. They can
obtain any type of information by themselves from all over the
world whenever they need it by accessing the Web. Self-talking
browsers [1] and screen readers [2, 3] have been developed and
improved along with the evolution of the Web to help blind
people obtain information from the Web.
Since the late 1990s, however, the Web accessibility has been
becoming a serious issue for people with disabilities. The Web is
becoming much more visual and visually complex documents and
interfaces such as JavaScript and Flash are integrated into Web
pages. Some of these visual components are not accessible using
self-talking browsers and screen readers. To solve such
accessibility issues, various efforts are underway worldwide. The
World Wide Web Consortium’s Web Accessibility Initiative
(WAI) published the Web Content Accessibility Guideline
(WCAG) [4] in 1998. The U.S. government has Section 508 of
the Rehabilitation Act [5] that requires all federal agencies’
electronic and information technology to be accessible to people
with disabilities.
The awareness of Web accessibility has been broadly spread all
over the world. There is no doubt that regulations and guidelines
related to accessibility have been helping make the Web
accessible. Web designers and developers need to provide
accessible content when they are asked to make it compliant with
these guidelines and regulations. For example, Section 508
provides 16 check items. They need to check if their pages are
compliant with these 16 check items in order to comply with
Section 508. It would be a time-consuming task if they had to do
this manually. Web accessibility evaluation tools [6, 7] are now
available in the market to effectively check the compliance.
As a result, we now see various Web accessibility adaptations on
the Web. For example, we see increasing use of alternative texts
for images. All the guidelines and regulations state that every
image needs to provide alternative text. The existing evaluation
tools can easily check if an image has alternative text. If there is
none, the tool automatically outputs an error message with the
line number in the corresponding HTML file where the image
should provide an alternative text.
We also see increasing use of skip-navigation links. Section 508
states that a method shall be provided to permit users to skip
repetitive navigation links. Similar rules are also used in other
guidelines. One of the known techniques to skip repetitive
navigation links is the insertion of a skip-to-main content link at

Table 1. My personal experiences in the context of the Web’s growth
Personal (and IBM internal)

Other activities
Lynx browser (text-based Web browser)
version 2.0a was released [16]

1993 Mar
1993 Apr

The Mosaic browser is released

Early 1994

My first Web access experience using a DOS screen reader (IBM Screen Brailler)
with LYNX through telnet access to a UNIX server.

Late 1994

A Japanese text-based BBS provider (Asahi Net) started a service to convert Web
pages into text through their BBS service (Jun). I started to access the Web by
World Wide Web Consortium was created
using this system with DOS screen readers.[9][18]

1994 Dec
Early 1996

Netscape Navigator v1.0 was released.
Developed PAL (macro language for IBM ScreenReader/2) for Web Explorer
(IBM's Web browser on OS/2) [9]

Mid-1996

Developed PAL for Netscape Navigator v2.0 on OS/2 [10][19]

Early 1997

Prototyped first standalone talking Web browser "Web Reader" [19][20]
W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) First
Technical Meeting [17]

1997 May
1997 July

First prototype of Home Page Reader was completed, and I succeeded in buying a
cake from an online shopping site.

1997 Oct

Home Page Reader Version 1.0 (Japanese version only) was released [12]

1998

(heavy work of translating HPR into English)

1999 Jan

Home Page Reader Version 2.0 (first English version) was released [13]

1999 May

Prototyped the table navigation interface [14]

1999 Aug

Home Page Reader Version 2.5 was released (Japanese, U.S. Enligh, U.K.
English, German, Franch, Italian, Spainish)
Jaws 4.5 with advanced Web navigation
functions

2002 Aug

the top of a page. However, existing tools are not able to check
the existence of skip-navigation links, including skip-to-main
content links [8].
Even though they are present, however, we sometimes find
inappropriate ALT texts and broken skip-navigation links. These
pages may be compliant, but they are not accessible or really
usable. We analyzed such problems and found that some sites
only try to comply with regulations and guidelines, but without
understanding the needs underlying Web accessibility. We
concluded that Web designers and developers should experience
the real problems faced by people with disabilities so they can
create truly accessible and usable pages.
In this presentation, I’ll first give an overview of the historical
progress of the user experience for those who use self-talking
browsers and screen readers by referring to my own experiences
with voice browsers, and then discuss how much and how well
the Web accessibility has progressed by analyzing real world
improvements to existing sites. I’ll then describe why the
“disability experience” helps give a better understanding of the
Web accessibility guidelines and regulations. Some tools like
Home Page Reader and aDesigner are available to let designers
experience blind users’ usability. Finally, I’ll discuss the future
direction of our accessibility efforts.

2.
HISTORICAL PROGRESS OF
BLIND USERS’ EXPERIENCE
It was quickly obvious that the Web could be invaluable to blind
people as an information resource, so the Web adaptation

technologies for them have been pushed along with the
improvement of the Web’s own technologies. In this section, the
history of blind users’ experiences on the Web is reviewed by
referring to my own experience.

2.1

User Experience

Table 1 shows some historical background related to nonvisual
Web access, and referring to my own experience with existing
screen reading technologies as well as to the development of our
voice browsing system.
Lynx, a text-based Web browser, which was developed in 1992,
was very accessible for screen reader users, since it could be
controlled with just a keyboard. By pressing the cursor right or
left keys, for example, users could move to the next or previous
link texts. I was able to access the Web for the first time using
Lynx in 1994, with a DOS screen reader through telnet by
accessing a UNIX server. In the same year, a Japanese text-based
BBS provider started a text-based Web browsing service through
their BBS service, and I could also access the Web by using their
service with the DOS screen reader [9, 10]. The Lynx interface
was very accessible, but it was not very easy for end-users to set
up the environment for Lynx at home. On the other hand, there
was no need to set up anything new for the BBS Web browsing
service. The experienced blind users were already used to
accessing the BBS services. However, the interface was quite
different from the “Web browsing” experience, similar to the
command sequence of e-mail. This could not provide an authentic
Web browsing experience to blind users [9]. In addition, neither
of these approaches was available with plugins, and multimedia
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Figure 1. Increasing the use of images and transition of the number of images without alternative texts.
data was completely inaccessible with these environments. In
addition, the form interface such as used for a Web search engine
was not intuitively usable and I could barely use Web search
engines.
It was in 1996 that I first experienced a GUI-based Web browsing
system [9] using the IBM Screen Reader/2 (SR/2) [11]. In the
same year, I also accessed the Web using Netscape Navigator
with SR/2. [10] It was drastically easier and very intuitive to
navigate through Web pages, to access a Web search engine, and
so on, using only a number keypad interface that was developed
for SR/2.
In setting up such an accessible environment in the office, it
helped that I have better than average access to helpful sighted
people at work, including support for our IT environment.
I thought if a similar user interface could be provided on endusers’ environments even at home, the Web would be a valuable
information resource for the blind people, and not only for
experienced blind users, but even for novice blind users. Our
research goal is to help blind people be more independent and to
improve the quality of their lives using IT.
These wonderful experiences led me to push for the development
of a self-talking browser very like a GUI-based Web browser for
sighted users. At that time, there was no screen reader or selftalking browser available in the market that provided a similar
user experience to that of sighted users. The “similar experience”
does not mean the same interface using a mouse and a display. It
means a similar experience in intuitively navigating through Web
pages and in enjoying surfing the Net even without using eyes.
There were still problems. Screen readers, for example tried to
read the text information on the screen from left to right. If a table
tag was used, the read information became like useless

information. This also happened to such two-dimensional
information as frames, forms, and so on.
To overcome these problems, our team followed an approach to
analyze the HTML tags rather than just reading the displayed
information, and also synchronized with the Netscape Navigator.
In this way, plugins for Netscape could be handled and the HTML
tags could be read logically and structurally. I also decided to use
the number-pad on the keyboard for the navigational commands.
All of the commands necessary for surfing the Net could be
handled only by pressing a key or a key combination on the
number pad.
It was in July of 1997, that I first succeeded in buying my favorite
cake through an online shopping site using the prototype Home
Page Reader (HPR). HPR became an IBM Japan product in
October, 1997 [12]. Then it became an IBM worldwide product
[13] in 1999 with a table-navigation function [14] from the IBM
Accessibility Center in Austin. Currently, HPR 3.04 is available
with much richer functions using Internet Explorer’s Document
Object Model (IE DOM) API [15].
Later, other screen readers started following a similar approach to
HPR’s by accessing the IE DOM, and one of them also provided
advanced Web navigation functions, including a table navigation
function, in 2002. Currently, screen readers are providing very
useful functions for nonvisual Web access. At least for Web
content created in accessible way (see Section 4), blind people are
able to access the Web using various kinds of screen readers and
self-talking browsers.

3.
HISTORICAL PROGRESS OF THE
WEB ACCESSIBILITY
Currently, user-side technology has become quite accessible and
usable, however, the content itself is becoming inaccessible using
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3.2
Insertion of tags for
intra-page navigation
These days, Web pages are becoming larger
and visually more complex using layout
tables, images, colors and other visual effects.
Thus, one page contains more various types
of information than ever before. This means
that blind users need to spend more time on
one page to extract the information they need,
since voice browsers (in this discussion,
voice browser means both self-talking
browsers and screen readers) present
information serially using a text-to-speech
(TTS) engine.

Figure 2 (b) represents what the Web is like
if you can’t see it, and Figure 2 (a) is the
usual browser view for sighted people. The
blind view is just presented linearly and there
are no navigational cues such as sighted
(b) Blind
(a) Sighted
people use, since sighted people can easily
(Home Page Reader v3.04)
recognize the main content by a large image
and large fonts. Therefore, if a page contains
Figure 2. Example of large difference between sighted and blind.
a lot of information, for example, it takes a
long time to find the main content of the
various types of visual techniques. Some of the issues cannot be
page. This navigation issue is one of the most severe usability
solved with user-side technologies and it is necessary to ask Web
issues for the blind.
designers and developers to provide accessible content. Various
There is a technique to solve such navigational problems[21, 22].
guidelines, such as WCAG have therefore been published to
By inserting an intra-page link at the top of a page that takes you
indicate the checkpoints for designers. Also, regulations have
directly to the main content area, blind users can reach the main
become effective in strongly pushing them to create accessible
content area by just using their command to click that link. The
content. Here, I’ll talk about how much and how well the Web
link is called a “skip-navigation link” or a “skip-to-main link”. It
accessibility is improving based on these efforts by focusing on
saves a lot of time and it greatly improves their usability. The link
two major accessibility problems for nonvisual Web access.
can be inserted invisibly by using an invisible image link so as not
to affect the visual layout. Heading tags are also very helpful for
3.1
Insertion of alternative texts
blind users to navigate through a page, since current voice
The use of images is rapidly increasing. Figure 1 shows the
browsers provide a heading jump function. Voice browser users,
annual average number of images used in one page for 11 tested
for example, can jump to each heading position by pressing “H”
sites over the past 9 years. This shows that the number has
key in major screen readers or voice browsers. Section 508 states
increased more than four times during this period. If there is no
that a method shall be provided that permits users to skip
alternative text for these images, blind users will lose a lot of the
repetitive navigation links [5]. Similar rules are also effective in
information that is presented by using images. Alternative texts
other guidelines.
are extremely important for them to obtain this information from
Figure 3 shows the average time to reach the main content area
the Web and to navigate through Web pages. All the guidelines
(article title area) in 2004[8] and 2005 for 12 major news sites (6
and regulations mention providing alternative texts when images
from the U.S. and 6 from Japan). From each site, 5 to 25 article
are used in a page.
pages were randomly selected. Each page was evaluated by
Figure 1 also shows the number of missing alt texts in a page. It
aDesigner, using the function to calculate the reaching time from
increased from 1997 to 2000. However, it decreased suddenly in
the top to the clicked position. In 2004, only two sites out of 12
2001 from 13.2 images (38%) in 2000 to 9.1 images (19%) in
provided heading tags or skip-navigation links, however, in 2005,
2001. Investigating the data, we found that all of the images on 5
it had improved to eight sites with such tags. It is obvious that the
tested Federal Agency sites had alt texts. US Section 508 became
bar in the figure is drastically shortened. This means that more
effective in June, 2001. This regulation apparently affected these
sites now pay close attention to Web accessibility.
numbers. In 2004, it appears that private companies also started
inserting alt texts. The number of images without ALT text
4.
IMPORTANCE OF
decreased to 3.1 images (7%) in 2005. This was affected by one
UNDERSTANDING THE REAL
of the news sites that had only inserted alt texts for 27% of the
images (missing alt ratio 73%) in 2004, but that site had improved
ACCESSIBILITY ISSUES
to 94% (missing alt ratio 6%) in 2005. The use of images has
In the previous section, we learned that the Web accessibility has
increased steadily, but the ratio for missing alt texts has been
been improving along with the deployment of the guidelines and
decreasing quite consistently among these test sites since 2000.
regulations. Of course, this is still going on and there are still very
This indicates that the Web accessibility is improving drastically.
many sites that do not pay attention to accessibility, so the Web
accessibility adaptation efforts should be continued.

At the same time, now is the time for us to consider the real
usability that goes beyond compliance. While I was navigating
through Web pages, I noticed that there are many mistakes in
understanding the guidelines. Now I’ll say a little about my
related experiences and the importance of going beyond
compliance.

Inappropriate alt texts

In such cases, it is much better to use a null string or a space
character as the alt text, so the voice browsers can ignore the
images
with
such
meaningless
alt
texts
(see
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG10-HTML-TECHS/#link-textimages). If the Web developers knew about the underlying
necessity of the alt texts, this page could be more usable without
wasting time. This suggests that the accessibility evaluation tool
should provide functions to evaluate the real usability as well as
functions to let users experience the real users’ behavior.

Broken skip-navigation link

As discussed in Section 3.2, the use of skip-navigation links is
gradually increasing. However, sometimes nothing happens when
I select the link. Here are some examples of the problems we
discovered:
1.

missing destination anchor
<a href=”#content”> skip to main content </a>

There is no anchor named “content” in the page.
2.

anchor name mismatch
<a href=”#content”>skip to main content </a>
<a name=”maincontent”>

“content” and “maincontent” are mismatched.
3.

wrong HREF

<a href=”content”> skip-to-main content </a>

This is not an intra-page link, since the # is missing.
4.

missing readable text

<a href=”#content” alt=”skip to main content”>
</a>
There’s no readable text after the “a” tag,
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While analyzing the number of images and missing alt texts for
Figure 1, various kinds of inappropriate texts were found, such as
“spacer gif”, “click here”, “image” and so on. It reminds me of a
funny experience. One day, when I accessed my favorite page, I
noticed that the page had suddenly became too noisy with lots of
useless information, such as “shadow”, “space”, “horizontal line”
and so on. It took me much more time than usual to find the
necessary information. I checked with my sighted colleagues to
find out what was happening. By comparing the real image and
the corresponding alt text, it soon became clear what had
happened. “Shadow” was the alternative information for a gray
image with 5 pixels by 30 pixels, which was used for a shadow
effect for photos. “Space” was the alternative information for a
little spacer image used to create margins between areas. This
page had not provided alternative texts for any images before that
time. However at that point, they started providing ALT texts for
all images, probably knowing that ALT texts should be filled in to
improve Web accessibility. If the Web developers used one of the
accessibility evaluation tools, it would report that there was no
error for the alt texts in this page. Literally, it should be
considered as a compliant page. However, it is obvious that these
alt texts are not usable or helpful, but actually interfere with blind
users’ browsing.

4.2

Reaching-time to main content (sec)

4.1

180

Figure 3. Comparison of average reaching time to main
content area in article pages in 2004 (March) [8] and 2005
(March).
but the author of this page somehow thought
the ALT would work.

Figure 4 shows the ratio for the broken-navigation links from 6
sites (1 from an IT company, 1 from a NPO, 1 news site, and 3
from federal agencies) in 2004 [8]. By crawling 1,000 pages on
the IT company site, we found that 6% of the skip-navigation
links were broken. By crawling 1,140 pages on the news site, we
found that 5% of the skip-navigation links were broken. The
tested sites have actually been paying above average attention to
accessibility, so that they do provide skip-navigation links on
their sites. However, these problems indicate that maintaining the
quality of accessibility while updating the content is very difficult.
This suggests that the Web accessibility evaluation tool should
provide a high level of checking functions to help those who try
to go beyond compliance. In addition, it should provide a function
to notify Web developers who have not provided any skipnavigation links in their pages. Learning the necessity of skipnavigation links will help them understand the real usability of
voice browser users.

5.

DISABILITY EXPERIENCE

As discussed in Section 4, some guidelines are misunderstood or
only understood literally. It will be effective for Web developers
to learn why such checkpoints are defined in the evaluation
process. When they find out, for example, that an image should be
used with its alternative text, it will be very helpful if they
understand how it is used by people with disabilities. This will
also help strengthen their motivation to do so. Since the Web
accessibility adaptations should be continued throughout the Web

life cycle, it is very important to train them in an appropriate way
to maintain the skills.
In this section, we will briefly introduce ways to evaluate the
accessibility while experiencing disability using Home Page
Reader and aDesigner.

5.1

Home Page Reader

W3C/WAI recommends evaluating by using assistive technology
software [4] in order to provide highly accessible content. HPR is
listed as one of these tools. It was originally developed for blind
users, but it is also used for Web developers to experience the
blind users’ usability [23].
First, sighted Web designers can listen to the all the readable
information in a page, just as the blind users hear it. All the
spoken information is also presented in the text view, so they can
make sure that the visually available information in the graphics
view corresponds to the information in the text view. In addition,
the corresponding spoken words or positions are highlighted in
the graphics view and the text view.
While listening to a page, they will hear some strange information.
For example, if there is no alt text for an image link, HPR reads a
part of the URL to present blind users with some information to
make it clickable. But often this does not provide meaningful
information. If it reads “ts_ppt/2860381fc.html”, blind users
cannot figure out which page will be opened. When Web
developers learned how blind users navigate through links by
using a keyboard, they will recognize the importance of these alt
texts.
Another example is inappropriately repeated ALT texts, when
they will hear meaningless words over and over, such as “spacer,
spacer, spacer, …”. When they check the highlighted positions in
the graphics view and the text view, they will find that an image
for space has “spacer” as its ALT text and understand that
meaningless ALT texts should not be described.
When a table tag is used for layout purpose, it sometimes
confuses the reading order. HPR reads the table information a cell
by cell horizontally. If the information is laid out vertically on the
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Figure 4. Checking results of skip-links in accessible sites
(excerpt from [8])

screen, it reads the wrong cell relative to the Web author’s
intention. Hearing this, the Web author will recognize that
limitation of a layout table.
While listening to a page, they will notice that it takes a long time
until the main content is read, and that it takes much more time to
hear all of the information in a page when the page is larger. They
then understand why the proper use of heading tags and skipnavigation links is important. They can learn to check this by
pressing the heading navigation key, since it moves to the heading
positions, one after another. They can also test the effectiveness
of the skip-navigation link by clicking on the link. This should
jump to the main content position by skipping the repetitive
navigation links and start reading the main content. If it is broken,
however, it just stays at the top of the page and becomes a useless
link.
Once sighted users learned the navigation methods with HPR,
they will understand how their pages are accessed by voice
browser users. This experience will help them in learning more
deeply about the accessibility guidelines and regulations, not just
reading them literally.

5.2

aDesigner

The aDesigner is not an assistive technology program, but rather
it is a disability simulator, which was developed for Web
developers to help them ensure that their pages are accessible and
usable for people with vision disabilities [8, 24]. With HPR, they
can evaluate the accessibility with the senses of vision and
hearing while using keyboard commands, but with aDesigner,
they evaluate it with their own eyes and using the mouse. The
aDesigner simulates not only voice browsers’ usability, but also
low vision users’ views, including senior citizens [25]. Here, we
will focus on the voice browser aspects.
One of the most advanced functions in aDesigner is to visualize
the reaching time to get to every part of a page with voice
browsers, using the background color gradation (Figure 5). The
darker it becomes in the visualized view, the more time it takes to
get there. The reaching time is calculated based on simulating the
voice browser basic commands. This is affected by the existence
of skip-navigation links, heading tags and so on. If there are no
tags for quick navigation (Figure 5 (b)), the background color will
be gradually darker and it will be completely blacked out at some
point before the bottom of the page. The completely black part
indicates that it takes more than 90 seconds to get there. By
clicking the mouse on any part of the page, the approximate time
to get to the clicked position will be shown. When there is a skipnavigation link or heading tags in a page, the page will be lighter
at the heading tag positions or the target position of the skipnavigation link (Figure 5 (c)). The heading information itself is
shown by a sky blue background color. If there are several
heading tags in a page, the page becomes much lighter (Figure 5
(d)).
The aDesigner thus helps designers to provide heading tags and a
skip-navigation link, if there are no such tags in the target page.
Once they understand the accessible visualized view, they will be
intuitively able to check if a tested page is easy to navigate. The
program also checks if a skip-navigation link is broken. If it is
broken, there will be no lighter section in the visualized view.
Web developers are then able to fix the problems.
The aDesigner’s advanced ALT-text checking function of course
checks if there is alt text for an image, but it also heuristically
checks if the text is appropriate as alternative text. If it is “spacer”,

broken skip-navigation links. We concluded that Web developers
should experience how people with disabilities access the Web to
realize truly accessible and usable sites. HPR and aDesigner were
then introduced as tools to evaluate the accessibility while
experiencing the disability.

(a) Original

(b) Visualization
(Inaccessible)

(c) Visualization
(With skip-link)
(d) Visualization
(With headings)
Figure 5. Examples of aDesigner’s Reaching-time
Visualization (excerpt from [8]).
or “image”, for example, it warns users to check and recommends
inserting null strings or a space character as the ALT text for a
non-significant image.
We just gave an overview of some of the major functions of
aDesigner. There are several distinct advantages in using
aDesigner. First, it provides functions for Web developers to learn
about both compliance and usability in one tool by allowing
disability simulations. Second, it only simulates the disability
experience, so sighted developers can easily start using it, since it
is GUI-based application and there is no need to be trained in the
use of an application like HPR. It also checks the guidelines and
regulations, so even novice developers can work for accessibility.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the historical progress of blind user’s experience on
the Web was first reviewed by referring to my own experiences
with voice browsers. Even though the Web is an extremely useful
tool for blind users to obtain information, it has been becoming
much visual and thus inaccessible to blind users. Therefore, the
social activities involving accessibility guidelines and regulations
to improve the Web accessibility were briefly introduced. Then
we analyzed how much and how well the Web accessibility has
been improved by referring to real sites in the world. This showed
that the guidelines and regulations played an important role in
spreading awareness of Web accessibility. We saw an increased
use of ALT texts and skip-navigation links. However, it was also
observed that some designers only pay attention to the letter of
the guidelines and regulations, but without understanding the real
importance. We see various types of inappropriate ALT texts and

There are still many accessibility issues that are not easily solved,
however. The world will be gradually changed by the evolution of
technologies and the growing awareness of accessibility in society.
The future challenge is to create much more advanced tools for
Web developers to learn and evaluate the Web accessibility, while
experiencing the real users’ behaviors. Even though the disability
experience by Web developers is invaluable, it is extremely
challenging work to automatically simulate the behavior of a
person with a disability person’s behavior. Ideally, various types
of user models should be provided, such as an experienced user
model, a novice model, a child model, and so on. After one of the
models is selected, a virtual user should appear and perform some
task, simulating a real user’s behavior. To realize such functions,
there will be two major technical difficulties. One is to model a
user type and the other is to evaluate the high level of
accessibility while considering usability, which has not been
provided by the existing accessibility evaluation tools. The effects
of new technology should be also considered in such efforts, since
new content always uses new technologies. For example, the tools
should deal with DHTML, Java applets, Flash, and so on. By
continuing out efforts together with people who pursue the same
goals, we will be able to make the impossible possible.

7.
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